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Electromagnetic wave interaction with confined metallic magnetic structures is complex due to the
excitation of nonuniform electromagnetic fields and magnetic precession and spin-wave modes over length
scales that are dependent on the geometric, electromagnetic, and micromagnetic properties of the magnetic
structures. Here, we solve the coupled system of Maxwell’s equations and the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert
equation using a stable algorithm based on the finite-difference time-domain method to study the transient
wide-band electromagnetic propagation and resonance in infinitely long cobalt nanoprisms with a square
cross section of side lengths 50–1000 nm. In particular, we identify the resonance mechanisms through
studying the local transient and spectral distributions of magnetization in the prisms. The nanoprisms are
excited by an axially polarized plane wave at normal incidence with a 70 GHz Gaussian pulse profile. For
this incident wave condition, the simulations confirm that resonance in the cobalt prisms is excited mainly
by the current-induced magnetic fields and indicate a magnetization curling resonance mode for prism side
lengths less than 100 nm. The eigenfrequencies for the curling mode are confirmed theoretically using a
model for an equivalent long circular cylinder with radial spin-wave modes. For prism side lengths longer
than 100 nm (but less than the nonmagnetic skin depth), the magnetic response is confined to thin regions
along the prism edges due to resonance-induced skin effects. The simulations indicate predominately uni-
form magnetization precession in the confined edge regions with increased pinning in the corners. The
uniform resonance mode in the central part of the edge regions increases in intensity with prism size,
with frequency described using Kittel’s ferromagnetic resonance frequency of a thin planar structure. A
higher-frequency size-independent uniform resonance mode is observed in the corner regions with fre-
quency determined by the local demagnetizing factors. Local and integrated power absorption spectra are
calculated using the simulated transient magnetization and fields, and confirm the resonance modes and
frequencies in the cobalt prisms and their size dependence. The profile of the local power absorption spec-
tra is also used to estimate the thickness of the confined edge regions or magnetic skin depth in the cobalt
prisms at the fundamental resonance mode and is found to be approximately 50 nm. The outcomes of this
work would benefit the design and engineering of lightweight and compact materials and devices incor-
porating metallic magnetic nanostructures. This work also provides a foundation for further modeling and
understanding of electromagnetic transmission and propagation in more complex metallic ferromagnetic
structures and composites excited by different electromagnetic wave conditions.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevApplied.13.034073

I. INTRODUCTION

There is strong interest in understanding the magne-
tization dynamics and resonance mechanism in confined
metallic ferromagnetic nanostructures and their alloys for
various applications. Further to the ability of configur-
ing their magnetic response by controlling their shape,
size, microstructure, and bias field, they also offer higher
magnetic moments compared with ferrites. This results
in enhanced resonance frequencies, and hence, operating
bandwidths for microwave devices and metamaterials
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[1–4]. The enhanced bandwidth is also of particular inter-
est to electromagnetic wave interaction with conductive
ferromagnetic structures and composites for applications
in telecommunications and wave absorption [5–7] and for
noise suppression [8]. Metallic ferromagnets and alloys
are also compatible with CMOS fabrication methods,
which makes them attractive for the development of
practicable spintronic and magnonic nanostructures and
devices [9–12].

Electromagnetic wave interaction with conductive con-
fined magnetic structures, which is the focus of this article,
complicates magnetization dynamics due to the excitation
of strongly coupled nonuniform electromagnetic fields and
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magnetization, with local dispersive permeabilities and
damping. These will affect wave transmission through the
magnetic structure over different length scales (or skin
depths), and hence, influence the resonance mechanism
and frequencies. Combining both electromagnetic wave
propagation and micromagnetics of ferromagnetic metal-
lic structures complicates the theoretical development and
interpretation of ferromagnetic resonance measurements,
which depend on the magnetization configuration and
excited resonance modes.

Earlier theoretical studies of ferromagnetic resonance
(FMR) in confined structures, excited only by magnetic
fields, focused on cylinders with large axial to radial
dimensions (whiskers or nanowires). This interest in cylin-
drical structures stems from the ability to configure their
magnetic response through control of their geometry, size,
and anisotropy [13] and equally to simplify the theoretical
treatment of both the micromagnetics and magnetostat-
ics resulting from the natural two-dimensional symmetry
in the cylindrical structure. This includes Kittel’s well-
known FMR frequency expressions for uniform precession
from the solution of the linearized Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert
(LLG) torque equation considering only the magnetostatic
field contribution [14]. Neglecting exchange interactions,
Joseph and Schlömann [15] also derived the dipolar eigen-
frequencies for nonuniform precession modes (surface
and volume) in long cylinders, indicating a decrease in
resonance frequency with a reduction in magnetostatic
wavelengths. In the absence of magnetostatics and consid-
ering only exchange interactions, Brown [16], on the other
hand, derived the eigenfrequencies for magnetization curl-
ing in an infinite circular cylinder above a critical radius,
where the total energy was reduced. Arias and Mills [17]
extended the linear theory to include both magnetostatic
and exchange contributions to numerically determine the
resonance eigenvalues and used quasistatic vector poten-
tial formulation to model eddy current effects in conductive
magnetic cylinders. However, and due to the complex-
ity of the solution in the dipolar-exchange system, their
theoretical development did not yield the local dynamic
magnetization distribution and the size dependence of the
resonance modes, nor the effects of electromagnetic wave
propagation and power absorption.

Appropriate treatment of electromagnetic wave interac-
tion with conductive magnetic nanostructures requires the
simultaneous solution of Maxwell’s equations for electric
and magnetic fields and the LLG equation of magnetiza-
tion motion. The bulk of theoretical work in the literature
has focused on saturated magnetic structures for simplic-
ity and solving the coupled system of Maxwell’s equa-
tions and the LLG equation, assuming wavelike harmonic
solutions for the magnetization and fields, for the effec-
tive complex permeability and propagation wave vectors
subject to electromagnetic and micromagnetic boundary
conditions for simple geometries [4,14,18–24]. The field

solutions are then used to estimate the surface impedance
and power absorption for correlation and interpretation of
experimental measurements. For a semi-infinite magnetic
structure, Ament and Rado [18] theoretically revealed cou-
pled electromagnetic and exchange spin waves propagat-
ing through the magnetic structure, yielding local effective
permeability and surface impedance. The increase in imag-
inary local permeability and wave vectors at resonance
leads to attenuation of propagating waves over length
scales that are much smaller than the nonmagnetic skin
depth [20]. The same theoretical approach was extended
by Hartwell [21] to thin-film structures and highlighted the
importance of surface pinning and other magnetic bound-
ary conditions on the standing-wave resonance modes and
power absorption spectra [25]. In more confined struc-
tures, Heinrich [22] indicated theoretically a dependence
of the surface impedance on the radius of a long metallic
magnetic wire excited by current-induced circumferential
fields. Kraus et al. [23,24] carried out a detailed deriva-
tion of the resonance modes in a long saturated circular
cylinder. They explained the size dependence of the sur-
face impedance by the excitation of circumferential and
uniform resonance modes (coupled either to the electric or
magnetic fields of the incident plane wave) and the extent
of the corresponding absorption lengths relative to the
cylinder radius. The same simplified theoretical approach
of the time harmonic solution of Maxwell’s equations
and the LLG equation in the linear regime was also
used to investigate the relevant magnetoimpedance effects
and resonance in conductive cylindrical wires, where cir-
cumferential resonance modes were mainly excited by
high-frequency axial applied currents [26]. The outlined
analytical and semianalytical work based on harmonic
analysis, however, did not explicitly calculate the local
dynamic magnetization nor local power absorption spec-
tra to clearly identify the resonance mechanisms, study
higher-frequency spin-wave modes, and to estimate explic-
itly the magnetic skin depth from the absorption spectra
in the presence of exchange interactions at resonance. Fur-
thermore, the wire diameter range over which the proposed
resonance modes (and other higher-order exchange modes)
are applicable is still ambiguous, with only the nonmag-
netic skin depth used as an indicator [24], which spans
hundreds of nanometers for metallic ferromagnets, even at
high excitation frequencies.

Due to the complexity of modeling the wave-magnetic
matter interaction, the previously outlined semianalyti-
cal work assumed simple saturated magnetic geometries,
excited in the linear regime with uniform fields, and
focused on the sinusoidal response, rather than the (wide-
band) transient response with only certain incident wave
polarization. Fabricated confined two-dimensional and
three-dimensional magnetic structures found, for exam-
ple, in composites and metamaterials are not saturated, can
have complex ground states and magnetic pinning [27],
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and can be multilayered with dielectric layers or inclu-
sions [20]. Moreover, fabricated ferromagnetic nanowires
are not ideally cylindrical, but rather have edges and
corners (for example, Ref. [28]). This can lead to local
inhomogeneities in both electric and magnetic fields, and
hence, in magnetic configuration, with different induced
skin depths that alter the energy landscape and affect the
resonance modes and frequencies, which cannot be cap-
tured using the existing simplified theories. There is thus
the need for a deeper understanding of the wide-band
electromagnetic wave propagation and power absorption
in confined metallic magnetic nanostructures, to identify
the resonance mechanisms and frequencies resulting from
coupling with the electromagnetic fields and their depen-
dence on the size and shape of the magnetic structures.
This understanding would benefit the design and tuning
of lightweight more-compact metallic magnetic structures
with enhanced resonance frequencies and low electrical
losses. Here, a coupled electromagnetic-micromagnetic
numerical solver is used to simulate the transient wide-
band magnetic response in infinitely long conductive
cobalt prisms with square cross sections of side lengths
50–1000 nm, excited by a 70 GHz Gaussian electromag-
netic plane wave. The focus here will be on studying the
local distribution of the transient magnetization and power
absorption spectra to identify the resonance mechanisms
and frequencies in the prisms and their size dependence.

The approach used here to model and simulate the
transient electromagnetic wave interaction with cobalt
prisms is by integrating the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert
equation within the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD)
Maxwell’s equations solver. The FDTD method, through
its structure and implementation, provides a flexible frame-
work for the simulation of a wide range of electromagnetic
phenomena, providing almost infinite bandwidth due to its
time domain nature [29]. This combined electromagnetic-
micromagnetic approach, hereafter referred to as the
FDTD-LLG method, allows computation of the dynamic
behavior of the magnetic moments in a magnetic mate-
rial subject to various micromagnetic energies (anisotropy,
exchange, and external fields). This is while naturally eval-
uating the transient magnetic fields inside and outside
the material from the induced magnetic charges and cur-
rents through Maxwell’s equations. Thus, the FDTD-LLG
approach has been gaining increased attention for model-
ing and simulation of conductive magnetic structures [30],
including studying the broadband ferromagnetic resonance
of thin-film magnetic nanostructures with nonmagnetic
metallic layers [31], the impact of eddy currents on the
dispersion of magnetostatic surface waves in thin conduct-
ing films [32], the nonlinear magnetic response in thin-film
rf devices [33], and for modeling and simulating high-
power microwave devices [34,35]. The success of this
approach is dependent on the ability to provide an appro-
priate spatial discretization scheme and a corresponding

stable time-marching algorithm for the integration of the
LLG equation within the Maxwell’s equation solver. Pre-
vious work incorporating the LLG equation within the
FDTD method was limited to linearized forms of the
LLG equation, which did not include magnetocrystalline
anisotropy and exchange coupling, without appropriate
treatment of magnetic boundary conditions, and used
explicit time-marching schemes that were unstable for
small damping [36–40]. Furthermore, four-point and less-
accurate spatial interpolations were required to evaluate
the magnetization at the staggered field locations within
the FDTD grid [36,37,39,40]. The complete form of the
LLG equation was included in a stable FDTD implemen-
tation including anisotropy and exchange [41], but used
a numerically dispersive unstaggered FDTD grid for the
implementation. An efficient and stable implementation
was developed by Aziz [42] that integrated the com-
plete form of the LLG equation (including anisotropy and
exchange) within the FDTD method. In this implemen-
tation, a numerically efficient discretization scheme was
used to locate the magnetization vectors at the corners of
the FDTD cell to allow simple two-point interpolations to
evaluate the magnetization at the staggered field locations
without numerical dispersion. This stable algorithm and
magnetic grid discretization approach for the FDTD-LLG
method will be used here and adapted to simulate the elec-
tromagnetic wave propagation and magnetic resonance in
the cobalt prisms.

Section II provides the mathematical description of
Maxwell’s equations and the LLG equation used in the
numerical implementation. Section III describes the FDTD
space and time discretization schemes and unit cell,
absorbing boundary conditions, and plane-wave source
conditions. The discretization scheme of the magnetization
in the LLG equation and stable time-marching algorithm
are also detailed in Sec. III. The simulation results are
presented in Sec. V along with analysis of the computed
dynamic magnetization and power absorption spectra. SI
units are used throughout this article.

II. MATHEMATICAL MODELS

A. Maxwell’s equations

For a lossy and dispersive medium, Maxwell’s curl
equations are given by

∂B
∂t

= −∇ × E, (1)

ε
∂E
∂t

= ∇ × H − σE, (2)

where H is the magnetic field, E is the electric field, ε is
the permittivity, σ is the electrical conductivity, and t is the
time. The magnetic flux density B is related to the mag-
netization in a magnetic medium through the constitutive
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relation:

B = μ0(M + H), (3)

where μ0 is the permeability of free space.
The focus in this article is on the transverse-magnetic

(TMz) mode for simplicity, where the fields and mag-
netization are assumed to be spatially invariant over the
long axis of the cobalt prisms. This mode also accounts
for the induced axial currents in the prisms due to the
z-polarized incident plane wave. Nevertheless, the numer-
ical implementation presented here is applicable to the full
three-dimensional Maxwell’s equations. In the TMz mode,
Maxwell’s curl equations reduce to

∂Bx

∂t
= −∂Ez

∂y
, (4)

∂By

∂t
= ∂Ez

∂x
, (5)

ε
∂Ez

∂t
= ∂Hy

∂x
− ∂Hx

∂y
− σEz. (6)

B. The Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation

The Landau-Lifshitz equation with the Gilbert damping
term (LLG) is used in this work to model the dynamic mag-
netization in response to an effective torque field Heff and
is given by [16]

dM
dt

= −|γ |[M×Heff(M)] + α

|M|
(

M × dM
dt

)
, (7)

where γ = 1.75882 × 1011μ0 (m·Hz/A) is the gyromag-
netic ratio, α is the phenomenological Gilbert damping
coefficient, and |M| = Ms is the saturation magnetization.
The gyromagnetic ratio here corresponds to a Landé g fac-
tor g = 2 for spin motion, which is within the experimen-
tally measured values for Co [43]. The small deviations
due to orbital contributions will not change the outcomes
and conclusions of this work and only lead to small shifts
in the calculated resonance frequencies. The effective field
in Eq. (7) is given by

Heff(M)=Happ + H(M)+Hk(M)+Hex(M), (8)

which includes the contribution of the following fields:

1. Applied field, Happ

This is the internal field specified by the user inside
the magnetic structure and can be static or transient, uni-
form or nonuniform. This field contribution is used here to
specify the uniform static bias field along the prism axis.

2. Maxwell field, H

The Maxwell fields are computed from the direct solu-
tion of the transient Maxwell’s equations described in
Eqs. (1) and (2) in the finite-difference time-domain
scheme and include contributions from electric currents,
magnetic charges, and incident and scattered electromag-
netic waves.

3. Exchange field, Hex

The exchange field provides the energy for aligning
neighboring magnetic spins due to quantum mechanical
forces and for nearest neighboring contributions is given
by [16]

Hex = 2A
μ0M 2

s
∇2M, (9)

where A is the exchange constant and ∇2 is the Laplacian
operator. Solution of the LLG equation requires definition
of the appropriate boundary conditions at the surfaces
of the magnetic material arising from the Laplacian in
the exchange field in Eq. (9). In the absence of sur-
face anisotropy for simplicity, the generalized exchange
boundary condition in Ref. [19] reduces to the unpinned
magnetization boundary condition [16,19]:

∂M
∂n

= 0, (10)

where n is the vector normal to the surface of the mag-
netic material. In the absence of exchange interactions, the
boundary conditions of the combined system of Maxwell’s
and LLG equations are naturally satisfied by the electro-
magnetic boundary conditions of Maxwell’s curl equa-
tions.

4. Anisotropy field, Hk

Uniaxial anisotropy is used in this work to describe the
hexagonal close-packed structure of the cobalt prism along
the prism axis (z direction) and is given by

Hk = dEk

dM
, (11)

where the anisotropy energy density Ek can be written
as [44]

Ek = K1

[
1 −

(
Mz

Ms

)2
]

+ K2

[
1 −

(
Mz

Ms

)2
]2

,

and K1 and K2 are the anisotropy constants. In the TMz
mode, the FDTD method includes two magnetic field com-
ponents, while the LLG equation is solved for all three-
vector magnetization components, which are invariant in
the z direction.
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III. NUMERICAL IMPLEMENTATION

A. The FDTD method

The FDTD method specifically provides an explicit
second-order accurate transient solution for the complete
set of Maxwell’s curl equations for the electric and mag-
netic fields [29]. This makes this approach ideal here for
simulating the wide-band interaction of electromagnetic
waves (propagation, scattering, and absorption) with mag-
netic structures. Finite differences are also widely used in
numerical micromagnetics (for example, Ref. [45]), with
a wealth of knowledge to enable convenient and efficient
integration of the LLG equation within the FDTD method.
Fine geometrical features and curved surfaces (which are
normally modeled more efficiently using finite elements)
can still be handled in the FDTD method using local
subcell models and nonuniform grid schemes [29].

The description of the efficient implementation of the
FDTD LLG method is presented in our previous work [42].
Fundamental and relevant parts are repeated and expanded
here for completeness. Figure 1 shows the FDTD grid with
the basic unit cell (Yee cell) in the TMz mode [46]. In
this arrangement, each E field component in the center of
the cell is evaluated from the curl of the four surrounding
magnetic field components, while each H field component
is evaluated using the curl of the two neighboring E field
components. The electric and magnetic fields are not colo-
cated in space and displaced from each other by half a cell
length. This field arrangement naturally enforces the elec-
tromagnetic boundary conditions of Maxwell’s equations
at the interfaces of different materials [29].

The convention used here to represent the dis-
cretized field component f in two dimensions is f |ni, j =
f (i�x, j �y; n�dt), where subscripts i and j are integers
representing spatial grid locations in the x and y directions,
respectively, and superscript n is an integer representing
the time-step increment �t. For simplicity, square cells
are used here with �x = �y. Second-order accurate central

TMz

FIG. 1. Two-dimensional unit cell in the FDTD Tmz grid and
efficient implementation of the finite-difference magnetization
grid at the cell corners.

differences are used; for example, the spatial discretization
of Eq. (4) at time-step n yields

∂Bx

∂t

∣∣∣∣
n

i+1/2, j
≈ −

(Ez|ni+1/2, j +1/2 − Ez|ni+1/2, j −1/2

�x

)
. (12)

Time integration is achieved using a second-order accu-
rate leapfrog algorithm, where the magnetic flux density
B in Eqs. (4) and (5) is evaluated at time-step n, which is
then used to evaluate electric field E at time-step n+1/2
in Eq. (6) and so forth [29]. Applying this discretization
scheme and evaluating the time average of the electric field
using

Ez|n+1/2 = Ez|n + Ez|n+1

2
,

produces explicit discretized update equations for the TMz
field components in Eqs. (4)–(6):

Bx|n+1/2
i+1/2, j = Bx|n−1/2

i+1/2, j − �t
�x

[Ez|ni+1/2, j +1/2

− Ez|ni+1/2, j −1/2], (13)

By |n+1/2
i, j +1/2 = By |n−1/2

i, j +1/2 + �t
�x

[Ez|ni+1/2, j +1/2

− Ez|ni−1/2, j +1/2], (14)

Ez|n+1
i+1/2, j +1/2 =

(
1 + σ�t/(2ε)

1 − σ�t/(2ε)

)
Ez|ni+1/2, j +1/2

+ �t
�x[1 + σ�t/(2ε)]

×
[

Hy |n+1/2
i+1, j +1/2 − Hy |n+1/2

i, j +1/2

−Hx|n+1/2
i+1/2, j +1 + Hx|n+1/2

i+1/2, j

]
, (15)

where σ and ε are understood to be located in space at
the same point as their respective field components. The
magnetic field H in Eq. (15) is computed from Eqs. (13)
and (14) using the constitutive relation in Eq. (3)

Hn+1/2 = Bn+1/2

μ0
− Mn+1/2 inside magnetic material

Hn+1/2 = Bn+1/2

μ0μr
outside magnetic material, (16)

where μr is the relative permeability.
Evaluation of the magnetic fields in Eq. (16) and of the

effective field in the LLG equation in Eq. (7) require M to
be colocated in space with H and B, which are displaced by
half-cell lengths in the FDTD grid. An efficient and simple
method for the spatial discretization of the LLG equation
into the staggered FDTD grid involves positioning M at
the corners of the Yee cell, as indicated in Fig. 1 [42].
This approach requires only simple and more accurate two-
point spatial interpolations to determine magnetization at
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the magnetic field locations in the FDTD grid and clearly
identifies the magnetic material boundaries. For example,
the following simple two-point interpolation can be used
to determine Mx at the same location as Hx or Bx(i+1/2, j )
in Eq. (16):

Mx|n+1/2
i+1/2, j = Mx|n+1/2

i+1, j + Mx|n+1/2
i, j

2
.

Similar interpolations are carried out to evaluate the
remaining magnetization components at the magnetic field
locations in the FDTD update equations. This approach can
also be applied to three-dimensional grids.

The FDTD LLG simulations are excited with a
transverse electromagnetic plane wave introduced using
a four-cell-wide total-field scattered-field (TFSF) bound-
ary surrounding the simulation space [29]. The one-
dimensional y-directed z-polarized electromagnetic plane
wave is described by

∂Hx

∂t
= −1

μ0μr

∂Ez

∂y
,

∂Ez

∂t
= −1

ε0εr

∂Hx

∂y
,

which is discretized in an auxiliary one-dimensional FDTD
grid and excited with the following Gaussian hard source
within the scattered-field region of the TFSF boundary:

H s
x = H0e−(t−t0)2/τ2

. (17)

The timeτ describes the width of the Gaussian source at
e–1 of its maximum amplitude H 0. The delay time t0 speci-
fies the shift in the center of the Gaussian function from the
beginning of the simulation and is set to t0 = 3τ to provide
a smooth increase of the electromagnetic fields from their
zero initial values in the simulation for stable time march-
ing. This plane wave is introduced at the lower interface
of the TFSF boundary and removed at the top of the TFSF
boundary. The one-dimensional plane wave is terminated
using a second-order one-direction wave equation ana-
lytical absorbing boundary condition [47], to sufficiently
reduce the reflections at time steps less than the Courant
limit employed in the TMz calculations.

The simulation space, including the TFSF boundary
layer, are terminated with a perfectly matched layer (PML)
to absorb outgoing waves and minimize reflections. The
PML is implemented using Berenger’s split-field formu-
lation [48], with a third-order polynomial grading for the
magnetic conductivity and 10−8 reflection error [29]. The
number of PML cells and separation of the PML layer from
the scatterer are adjusted according to the FDTD cell size,
with a minimum of 20 cells for the PML layer to minimize
reflection from the inner and outer PML boundaries.

B. FDTD-LLG solution algorithm

The time derivatives in the LLG equation in Eq. (7) at
time-step n may be approximated using central differences
as

Mn+1/2 − Mn−1/2

�t
= −|γ |[Mn × Hn

eff(M
n)]

+ α

Ms

(
Mn × Mn+1/2 − Mn−1/2

�t

)
.

Rewriting the time derivative term on the right-hand-side
as

Mn+1/2 − Mn−1/2

�t
= (Mn+1/2 + Mn−1/2) − 2Mn−1/2

�t
,

and expressing the magnetization at time-step n using the
average

Mn = Mn+1/2 + Mn−1/2

2
,

yields a second-order accurate update equation for the
magnetization at time-step n

Mn = Mn−1/2 − Mn ×
[ |γ |�t

2
Hn

eff(M
n) + α

Ms
Mn−1/2

]
,

(18)

where the effective field Heff is defined in Eq. (8).
Equation (18) is an implicit equation, since the eval-

uation of the effective field requires Mn on the right-
hand-side, which is not available. Moreover, the system of
Maxwell and LLG equations is not linear and the fields and
magnetization are not synchronized in time. An implicit
and stable iterative algorithm was previously developed by
the authors [42], combining the efficient grid implemen-
tation of the Maxwell and LLG equations and an implicit
and iterative solver for the LLG equation [41,49]. A similar
FDTD LLG numerical scheme is adopted here, but using a
rather faster explicit algorithm, as follows:

(1) Evaluate Bn+1/2 from Maxwell’s Eqs. (13) and (14)
using the previous computed values of electric field En and
magnetic flux density Bn−1/2. The magnetic flux density at
time-step n can then be computed from the time average

Bn = Bn+1/2 + Bn−1/2

2
.

(2) Evaluate Bn at the grid locations of M (i.e., cell cor-
ners) using two-point spatial interpolations. For example,
Bx is determined at the magnetization cell corner using the
spatial average along the x direction:

Bx|ni, j = Bx|ni+1/2, j + Bx|ni−1/2, j

2
.
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Similar interpolation is performed to determine By |ni, j .

(3) Evaluate the effective field Heff at time-step n − 1/2
using the previously computed magnetization:

(i) Update the exchange boundary conditions
described in Eq. (10) at the magnetic material inter-
faces using second-order central differences. For exam-
ple, on the left-hand boundary of the TMz grid in Fig. 1,
the magnetic boundary condition can be approximated
by

∂M
∂x

∣∣∣∣
i, j

≈ M|i+1, j − M|i−1, j

2�x
= 0,

to define the magnetization just exterior to the magnetic
material boundary (left and right boundaries in this exam-
ple):

M|i+1, j = M|i−1, j . (19)

These exterior points are needed for the evaluation of the
exchange fields next.

(ii) Evaluate the exchange field using the second-
order accurate central finite-difference approximation:

Hex|i, j ≈ 2A
μ0M 2

s �x2

(
M|i+1, j + M|i−1, j + M|i, j +1
+M|i, j −1 − 4M|i, j

)
,

(20)

where the last term on the right-hand side is due to
the spatially invariant magnetization in the z direction
in the two-dimensional TMz mode. The magnetization
points located in free space just outside of the boundary
are substituted using the exchange boundary condition
in Eq. (19).

(iii) Evaluate the anisotropy field H k defined in
Eq. (11) using the magnetization values at the FDTD
cell corners.

(iv) Evaluate the internal Maxwell fields using the
constitutive relation

H(Mn−1/2) = Bn−1/2/μ0−Mn−1/2,

and determine the effective field in Eq. (8) at time-step
n−1/2.

(4) Evaluate the effective field at time-step n using the
extrapolation

Heff(Mn) = 3
2

Heff(Mn−(1/2)) − 1
2

Heff(Mn−3/2), (21)

which is second-order accurate, while conserving the mag-
nitude of the magnetization [50].

(5) Solve Eq. (18) explicitly for Mn using the
previously computed magnetization Mn−1/2 and
extrapolated effective field Heff(Mn) at the grid corners
using [41]

Mn = Mn−1/2 + (a · Mn−1/2)a − a × Mn−1/2

1 + |a|2 , (22)

where a = −
[

|γ |�t
2 Heff(Mn) + α

Ms
Mn−1/2

]
.

(6) Evaluate Mn+1/2 using extrapolation Mn+1/2 =
2Mn − Mn−1/2.

(7) Evaluate Mn+1/2 at the location of the Bn+1/2 field
using two-point spatial interpolations, as described earlier,
and then calculate the corresponding H n+1/2 field from

Hn+1/2 = Bn+1/2/μ0 − Mn+1/2.

(8) Finally, evaluate electric field En+1 using Eq. (15).

This algorithm is second-order accurate, and therefore,
consistent with the second-order nature of the leapfrog
time-marching scheme of the FDTD method. This scheme
is also stable and bound by the Courant stability limit of the
FDTD method, which imposes the following restriction on
the time-marching step size �t [29]:

�t ≤ �x

c
√

dim
, (23)

where c is the speed of light in vacuum and dim is the
dimensionality of the system and is equal to two for the
TMz mode considered here. The spatial increment �x in
the FDTD grid is normally chosen to sufficiently sam-
ple the shortest wavelength in the simulation space and/or
smallest physical and electromagnetic feature in the sim-
ulated materials (such as skin depth, exchange length, or
domain wall width in a magnetic material). The Courant
stability criterion in Eq. (23) is generally very stringent,
and hence, provides a sufficiently small time step to ensure
stability of integration of the LLG equation, and therefore,
of the complete FDTD-LLG algorithm, as demonstrated in
the next section.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This work is concerned with studying the magnetization
dynamics and resonance from the electromagnetic wave
interaction with infinite cobalt nanoprisms with square
cross sections of side lengths 50–1000 nm. The magnetic
parameters used in the FDTD-LLG simulations for cobalt
are Ms = 1.422 × 106 A/m, A = 3.1 × 10−11 J/m [51],
K1 = 450 × 103 J/m3, and K2 = 150 × 103 J/m3 [52]. The
damping coefficient in the LLG equation is set to α = 0.02
to speed up the convergence to the minimum-energy state.
A constant value of electrical conductivity of 1 × 107 (	
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m)−1 is used for cobalt in the simulations, which is
within the range of published values for thin-film and bulk
material [53]. The constant electrical conductivity also
ensures a consistent nonmagnetic skin depth for the dif-
ferent prism sizes to study the magnetic skin effect from
power absorption spectra.

Using the magnetic material parameters for cobalt yields
an exchange length Lex = 5 nm. Hence, a square-grid cell
size of �x = 5 nm is used in the FDTD LLG simulations.
This is to sufficiently sample the spatial magnetization dis-
tributions, domain structure, and skin depths within the
structure, while providing practical computational times.
A grid cell size of �x = 2.5 nm is also tested in a sep-
arate simulation for the smallest prism size (50 nm) for
validation and yields negligible effects on the distribu-
tion and spectra of the computed magnetization and fields.
The cell size �x = Lex is also sufficient to provide a
smooth magnetization distribution in the corners of the
simulated prisms, as diverging exchange and magneto-
static fields are balanced over shorter TMz scales [54].
According to the Courant stability limit in Eq. (23) for
the two-dimensional TMz mode considered here, the
corresponding time step �t = �x/2c = 8.3 × 10−18 s is
used to ensure numerical stability of the time-marching
scheme in the FDTD method and accurate computation
of the electromagnetic fields [29]. This time step also
naturally satisfies the stability requirement for the accu-
rate time integration of the LLG equation and effective
sampling of all relevant resonance modes. A simulation
time of 1 ns is used to capture the transient magnetiza-
tion response and achieve convergence of the normalized
magnetic energy |M × Heff|/M 2

s to a minimum of 10−6

or less and approach equilibrium of the electromagnetic
fields (with E→0) [41]. The small time step stipulated
by the Courant limit and the exchange length in the
FDTD simulations lead generally to large computational
times (the extent depends on the numerical implementa-
tion and hardware resources). This time-step restriction
in the FDTD method can be relaxed to reduce computa-
tional times by using unconditionally stable time-marching
schemes, such as the alternating-direction implicit (ADI)
scheme [29,30].

A dc field μ0Hz = 200 mT is applied along the prism
axis to saturate the structure and operate in the linear mag-
netic regime. The initial direction of magnetization in the
simulations is parallel to the applied dc field along the
z axis, as indicated in Fig. 2. The y-directed z-polarized
plane electromagnetic wave is applied from the lower
TFSF boundary with normal incidence on the prism lower
surface, as shown in Fig. 2. The Gaussian pulse profile
described in Eq. (17) is used to excite the plane wave with a
small amplitude of μ0H 0 = 0.1 mT to operate in the linear
magnetic regime and to minimize field reflections from the
PML boundaries. The Gaussian source has a bandwidth of
fc = 70 GHz (at which the square magnitude of its Fourier

inc

init

inc
inc

FIG. 2. Semi-infinite cobalt prism and incident plane wave
source and time profile.

transform reduces to e–1 of its maximum) set by the pulse
width τ = 1/(

√
2π fc) = 3.2 × 10−12 s. This pulse is also

sufficiently sampled by the time step �t in FDTD-LLG
simulations. At this frequency, the nonmagnetic skin depth
for cobalt is 1/

√
π f μ0σ∼600 nm.

A. Dynamic magnetization

The transient magnetization for some of the simu-
lated cobalt prisms is illustrated in Fig. 3, shortly fol-
lowing application of the electromagnetic wave pulse.
The vector arrow plot shows the x and y components
of the dynamic magnetization, and the contour plot rep-
resents the magnetic flux density distribution. The z-
polarized incident tangential electric field induces an
axial current density inside the prism that results in
a curling (or circumferential) nonuniform internal mag-
netic field that increases in magnitude with distance r
from the center of the prism, according to H ∼ Jzr/2,
where Jz = σEz is the current density. Hence, the induced
internal curling magnetic field increases with increas-
ing prism size, as observed in Fig. 3, with the excep-
tion of prisms larger than the nonmagnetic skin depth
(∼600 nm), where the incident electromagnetic fields
are attenuated. The internal curling magnetic field pro-
duces a curling magnetization distribution that continu-
ously changes chirality through intermediate and reversing
diverging distributions during precession, as illustrated
in Fig. 3. The small transverse magnetic field compo-
nent of the incident plane wave has a negligible effect
on dynamic magnetization, which is mainly coupled to
the axial electric field (corresponding to the case of
longitudinal magnetoimpedance in conductive magnetic
wires) [26].

The magnetization curling mode (CM) in Fig. 3 is
confirmed to result from the axially generated current den-
sity in the conductive prisms, since it is not observed
when the conductivity of the material is set to zero
in separate simulations. Figure 4 illustrates simulation
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FIG. 3. Vector arrow plot of dynamic magnetization (x and y components) in cobalt prisms with different side lengths shortly
following excitation by a 70 GHz Gaussian electromagnetic plane wave. Contour plot is the instantaneous magnitude of calculated
magnetic flux density (in tesla).

results for a 300 nm cobalt prism with zero conductiv-
ity, showing uniform magnetization precession excited by
the transverse magnetic field component of the incident
plane wave. The magnetization curling mode is also

more energetically favorable here, since the smallest
prism size used in this work (50 nm) is larger than
the critical radius for nucleation of the curling mode in
long cylindrical structures [16]. The critical radius for
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FIG. 4. Simulated dynamic magnetization for a 300 nm insulated prism during and following excitation by a 70 GHz Gaussian elec-
tromagnetic plane wave, illustrating the uniform magnetization precession in the absence of electrical conductivity, where oscillations
are mainly coupled with the transverse magnetic field of the applied plane wave. Contour plot is the calculated magnetic flux density
(in tesla).

the curling mode can be estimated from matching the
nucleation fields of the uniform (dipolar) and nonuni-
form (exchange) modes and is equal to (for the first
eigenvalue in the solution) Rc = 1.8412

√
2A/μ0MsN [16],

where N = 1/2 is the demagnetizing factor for the infi-
nite cylinder. Using the parameters for cobalt yields a
critical radius of Rc∼13 nm, which is less than the
smallest prism size of 50 nm considered here. Follow-
ing application and decay of the incident Gaussian pulse,
the current-induced internal fields will be altered by the
demagnetizing, exchange, and eddy current fields, lead-
ing to nonuniform magnetic and electric field distribu-
tions and complex magnetic configurations and resonance
modes. The magnetization and magnetic field configu-
rations for the different prism sizes are studied next to
examine the resonance mechanisms and their size depen-
dence.

1. Prism side lengths ≤100 nm

When the prism side lengths are less than the non-
magnetic skin depth, the incident tangential electromag-
netic fields are expected to penetrate through the full
prism volume. For prism side lengths ≤100 nm, the
diverging magnetization distributions during precession
reduce the exchange energy, but yield surface charges
that increase the demagnetizing fields, particularly in the
prism edges. It can be further observed in Fig. 3 that the
flux closure in the CM is incomplete due to the noncir-
cular induced current distribution through the prism cross
section, leading to localized surface charges near the cor-
ner regions that increase the local power absorption (see
Sec. IV B). The curling magnetization mode also increases
the exchange energy to align neighboring spins. The dipo-
lar and exchange contributions both lead to azimuthal and
radial spin waves [17]. The resonance frequencies of the
CM over this size range may be modeled following the
exchange curling derivation of Brown [16] for the satu-
rated infinite circular cylinder with radial demagnetizing
fields. In this case, the linearized Landau-Lifshitz equa-
tions (without damping), including e j ωt time dependence,

can be written in cylindrical coordinates as
j ω
γ

mr + (Hz + Msg + MsL2
exk2

s )mθ = 0, (24a)

(Hz + Ms + Msg + MsL2
exk2

s )mr − j ω
γ

mθ = 0, (24b)

where mr and mθ are the radial and azimuthal mag-
netization perturbations in the circular cylinder, respec-
tively; g = 2K1/μ0M 2

s is the uniaxial magnetocrystalline
anisotropy factor (second anisotropy term is negligibly
small near saturation); Lex = √

2A/μ0M 2
s is the exchange

length; and ks are the spin-resonant wave numbers. The Ms
term in the coefficient of mr in Eq. (24b) represents the
radial demagnetizing field [26]. The nontrivial solution of
Eq. (24) requires that the determinant of the coefficients
of the magnetization be zero, yielding the CM resonance
frequency:

ωCM

= γ

√
(Hz + Msg + MsL2

exk2
s)(Hz + Ms + Msg + MsL2

exk2
s).

(25)

Assuming solutions of magnetization in the form
e j θJ1(ksr) with azimuthal symmetry, where J 1 is the
Bessel function of the first kind, and applying the unpinned
(exchange) boundary condition dm(r, θ)/dr = 0 at the
cylinder radius r = R, yields the spin-resonant radial wave
numbers ks from the solutions of J ′

1(ksR) = 0. The CM
resonance frequencies in Eq. (25) include a dependence
on the prism size through the exchange term. Kraus [23]
has shown that the secular equation for electromagnetic
wave excitation in the circular cylinder is the same as that
for planar wave excitation. This explains the similarity of
Eq. (25) to Kittel’s ferromagnetic resonance frequency for
planar structures without exchange [14] and was therefore
suggested by Kraus [23] to describe the resonance fre-
quency for the rotationally symmetric (curling) resonance
mode in long cylinders.

To make a valid comparison between the resonance fre-
quencies for the circular cylinder in Eq. (25) to the square
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prism considered here, the equivalent cylinder radius that
yields the same demagnetizing factor (or demagnetizing
energy) for the square prism needs to be estimated [55].
For a circular cylinder with axial length L and radius R,
a series expansion of its axial demagnetizing factor for
large L to first-order yields N cyl

z ≈ ζcylR/L, where ζcyl =
8/3π [55]. The demagnetizing factors for a saturated
square prism with axial length L and side length W can be
generally found analytically in Refs. [55,56]. Expanding
the axial demagnetizing factor for infinite prism length L to
first-order yields N pri

z ≈ ζpriW/L, where ζpri = [1 − √
2 +

3sinh−1(1)]/2. The remaining components of the demag-
netizing factors for the long circular cylinder and square
prism can then be easily obtained using Nx = Ny = (1 −
Nz)/2. Equating the first-order series expansions of the
axial demagnetizing factors for the cylinder and prism pro-
vides analytically the equivalent cylinder radius of a square
prism as 2R ≈ 1.11 W. Considering the 50 and 100 nm
cobalt prisms with applied field μ0Hz = 200 mT, and
using the first (fundamental) wave number ksR = 1.8412
and equivalent cylinder radii in Eq. (25), yields the CM
ferromagnetic resonance frequencies ωCM/2π ≈ 48 and
43 GHz, respectively. Figure 5 plots the local computed
spectra of the transient Mx from the FDTD-LLG simu-
lations, which are evaluated at the center of the prism
edges (10 nm from the lower prism boundary), showing
the resonance peaks for the different prism sizes. Figure 5
demonstrates excellent agreement between the simulated
fundamental resonance peak frequencies for prism sizes of
≤100 nm and the theoretical CM frequencies calculated
using Eq. (25) (vertical dashed lines). It will be shown
in Sec. IV B that Eq. (25) is also able to accurately pre-
dict the higher-frequency spin-wave modes, in agreement
with the FDTD-LLG simulations. The discussion of spin-
wave modes is postponed to Sec. IV B, as it better reflects
the dominant spin-wave modes integrated over the prism
cross sections, rather than the localized magnetization
spectra.

2. Prism side lengths >100 nm

With increasing prism side lengths beyond 100 nm,
it can be observed in Fig. 3 that the magnetic response
becomes more confined to the prism edges and the x-y
magnetization is reduced towards the center of the prism.
This happens even for prism sizes smaller than the non-
magnetic skin depth. This can be attributed to magnetiza-
tion precession in the prism edges excited by the current-
induced circumferential fields, leading to an increase in
the local imaginary permeability and wave vectors that
attenuate propagating waves to depths that are fractions
of the nonmagnetic skin depth at resonance [20,24]. This
magnetic skin depth is estimated in Sec. IV B from the
simulated local power absorption spectra.

CM
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FIG. 5. Fourier transforms of computed Mx at the center of the
lower edge of the square cobalt prisms from FDTD-LLG simula-
tions. Dashed vertical lines indicate the theoretical ferromagnetic
resonance frequencies for magnetization curling (ωCM) in the
infinite equivalent cylinder and in a thin planar film (ωplanar)
predicted using Eqs. (25) and (26), respectively.

To study the magnetic response in the confined edge
regions, Fig. 6 illustrates the simulated transient magne-
tization and internal fields along the lower edge of the
300 nm prism (10 nm from the lower prism boundary). In
Fig. 6, Mx is the tangential magnetization component in the
edge stripe and My is the normal component. The magneti-
zation and fields at t = 0.01 ns correspond to the peak of the
incident Gaussian pulse, producing a maximum internal
circumferential magnetic field with tangential component
(blue line) Hx ∼ Jzr/2 ∼ 0.015Ms, corresponding to the
field from a current-carrying wire. This plot again confirms
that the edge-mode resonance is excited by the induced
axial current. The remaining plots in Fig. 6 are taken during
different cycles following decay of the Gaussian source.
Focusing on the Mx component in Fig. 6, the transient
magnetization is mostly uniform in the central region of
the edge, with increased and uneven pinning in the corner
regions. Figure 6 also indicates low-intensity odd stand-
ing spin-wave modes in the confined edge regions [57,58].
The observed reduction in x-y magnetization in the cor-
ners, and hence, pinning, can be explained by the parallel
alignment of magnetization along the prism axis (z direc-
tion) in the corners to minimize surface charges, in the
absence of demagnetizing fields in the axial direction. The
increased pinning in the lateral boundaries is also consis-
tent with the reduction of the thickness to width aspect
ratio of the circumferential regions with increased prism
size, which increases the pinning coefficient in the general-
ized Rado-Weertman magnetic boundary description [19]
due to dipolar and surface anisotropy effects [59]. Pinning
in the corners here, which can be treated as a z-directed
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FIG. 6. Transient magnetization and effective fields along the lower edge of the 300 nm prism (at a distance of 10 nm away from its
lower boundary and within the confined magnetic region), following excitation and decay of the applied Gaussian wave. First plot at
t = 0.01 ns is taken at the peak of the applied Gaussian pulse, showing that internal fields are produced by the induced axial current.

surface anisotropy in the lateral parts of the edge region,
increases with time, as observed in Fig. 6 due to the decay
of the Gaussian wave source and reduction of the inter-
nal circumferential fields. Figure 7 illustrates the vector
magnetization in the 300 nm prism over half a precession

cycle, showing clearly the reduction in x-y magnetiza-
tion in the corners and center of the prism. Figure 7
also shows reversal in the axial current direction due to
the reciprocal effect of chirality reversal of the circum-
ferential magnetization and resulting magnetic fields. The

FIG. 7. Vector arrow plot of transient magnetization in the 300 nm prism following decay of the applied Gaussian wave, showing
confinement of magnetization around the prism circumference within a magnetic skin depth. There is also reduction of x-y magnetiza-
tion in the corner regions (pinning) and in the central region of the prism. Intensity plot represents the transient electric field (in V/m),
which reverses direction following reversal in the circumferential magnetization.
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frequency of this reversal in electric field, hence, matches
the fundamental precession frequency of magnetization
in the central region of the prism edges, which is about
42 GHz for prism sizes of ≥300 nm, as indicated in Fig. 5.

The confined magnetic regions along the prism cir-
cumference can be approximated by rectangular stripe
geometries with width W and thickness d, where W > d.
The current-induced circumferential fields excite predom-
inantly uniform magnetization precession in the stripes
(see Figs. 6 and 7) and lower-intensity standing spin-wave
modes with quantized wave numbers determined by the
boundary conditions [60,61]. To study and analyze the res-
onance mechanisms and frequencies in the confined edge
regions of the prism, the thin stripe regions can be divided
into a central elongated part and a localized corner part. In
the central region, the magnetization precession is mostly
uniform and increases in intensity with increasing prism
size. The resonance frequency here can be written for a
saturated planar structure in the form [14]

ωPlanar ≈ γ

√
(Hz + Msg + MsNx)(Hz + Msg + MsNy),

(26)

where Nx and Ny are the demagnetizing factors along
the width and thickness of the central region of the
stripe, respectively. Using the local demagnetizing factors
for a rectangular prism derived by Joseph and Schlö-
mann [62] and Smith et al. [63], and expanding to first
order for infinite axial length, yields the demagnetizing
factors in the center of the thin stripe as Nx ∼ 0 and
Ny ∼ 1 (thin-film structure). For cobalt prisms, this yields
ωplanar/2π ≈ 42 GHz which is in excellent agreement with
the peak frequencies of the simulated magnetization spec-
tra in Fig. 5 for prism sizes of ≥300 nm. The quantized

exchange spin-wave wave numbers in the confined edge
regions along the prism side length W (assuming uni-
form magnetization through thickness d of the stripe) can
be generally written for p half-wavelength nodes as kx =
pπ/W. With increasing prism side lengths of W ≥ 300 nm,
the quantized wave numbers, and hence, exchange spin-
wave contribution (or intensity), become negligibly small
for any lateral boundary condition, as observed from the
FDTD-LLG spectra in Fig. 5 and magnetization profiles
in Fig. 6. The decrease in wave numbers reduces the
frequency shift between the quantized spin-wave modes
with frequencies degenerating to the fundamental mode
in Eq. (26) with further increases in prism size. This
leads to the observed widening of the fundamental res-
onance peak in the magnetization spectrum in Fig. 5 for
the 300 nm prism towards higher frequencies. For prisms
sizes of >300 nm, the higher-frequency exchange modes
are also not visible in the simulated power absorption spec-
tra (discussed in Sec. IV B in Fig. 10). Hence, the exchange
spin-wave contribution will be assumed to be negligibly
small in the circumferential stripe regions for the prism
sizes used here.

Turning to the corners in the confined edge regions of
the cobalt prisms, Fig. 8(a) illustrates the spectrum of mag-
netization in the corner of the 300 nm prism and shows
the appearance of a higher-frequency resonance peak at
about 48 GHz (in addition to the thin-film resonance peak
at 42 GHz). The corner resonance peak is not observed in
the spectrum of the magnetization in the central region of
the prism edge [shown for comparison in Fig. 8(a)]. The
frequency and intensity of this corner mode are also found
to be size independent for all prism sizes of >100 nm.
To further confirm this corner mode, separate FDTD-LLG
simulations of sinusoidal electromagnetic wave excitation
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FIG. 8. (a) Calculated spectrum of Mx for the 300 nm cobalt prism, evaluated in the center (blue line) and corner (red line) regions of
the prism edge, showing a high-frequency peak at 48 GHz due to corner-mode precession. (b) Simulated vector plot of magnetization
in the 300 nm cobalt prism excited using a sinusoidal electromagnetic plane wave at the corner frequency of 48 GHz, confirm-
ing excitation of uniform corner-mode precession. Color plot represents the electric field distribution due to the applied sinusoidal
electromagnetic wave (in V/m).
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at 48 GHz are carried out for the 300 nm cobalt prism
(using the same field amplitude of the Gaussian pulse). The
resulting transient magnetization distribution in Fig. 8(b)
confirms the excitation of uniform magnetization preces-
sion localized in the corner regions of the prism. The
theoretical resonance frequency in the corners can be esti-
mated from Eq. (26) using the local demagnetizing factors
for a rectangular prism [62,63], expanded to first order for
infinite axial length, and evaluated near the corners (over a
region of few exchange lengths) to yield Nx = Ny ∼ 1/2.
Substituting the demagnetizing factors in Eq. (26) gives
the approximate corner resonance frequency:

ωcorner ≈ γ (Hz + Msg + Ms/2). (27)

Using the parameters for cobalt in Eq. (27) yields
ωcorner/2π ≈ 48 GHz, shown as the dashed vertical line in
Fig. 8(a), and is in excellent agreement with the simulated
resonance peak in the corner region. This agreement con-
firms the uniform resonance mode in the corners of the
confined circumferential regions of the prism.

As prism sizes increase beyond the nonmagnetic skin
depth (∼600 nm), there is attenuation of the propagat-
ing electromagnetic waves, and therefore, a reduction in
the current-induced circumferential fields in the prism.
Figure 9 plots the simulated transient electric fields at the
center of the cobalt prisms and illustrates the attenuation
of the incident fields for prisms larger than the nonmag-
netic skin depth. Figure 9 also illustrates the attenuation
of the propagating fields for prisms with side lengths of
100 nm < W < 600 nm due to the magnetic skin effect
described earlier. The large oscillations in the electric
fields for prisms ≥300 nm are due to the reciprocal effect of
chirality reversal of magnetization in the prism edges, with

Time (ns)

E
x /

 E
in

c

FIG. 9. Simulated normalized electric field at the center of the
cobalt prism for different prism sizes, showing attenuation of
fields due to skin-depth effects (nonmagnetic and magnetic) and
electric field oscillations due to reversal of the circumferential
magnetization.

a frequency that equals the precession frequency of mag-
netization in the central region of the prism edges predicted
by Eq. (26) (∼42 GHz). The attenuation of electric fields in
prism sizes greater than the nonmagnetic skin depth causes
a reduction of the induced circumferential magnetic field,
and hence, in the intensity of the local magnetization spec-
tra, as observed in Fig. 5 for 750 and 1000 nm prisms.
Figure 5 further shows an increase of the dc content in the
local magnetization spectra with increasing prism sizes,
which is due to the increase of the spectral magnitude of
the current-induced Gaussian internal magnetic fields with
increasing prism size.

B. Power absorption spectra

The aim of this section is to calculate and study the
local distribution and integrated spectra of the absorbed
electromagnetic energy by magnetization in the cobalt
prisms from transient FDTD-LLG simulations. Starting
with Poynting’s theorem, the equation for electromag-
netic energy conservation integrated over volume V of the
magnetic material under consideration is given by [64]
∫

V

(
H · ∂B

∂t
+ E · ∂D

∂t
+ E · J

)
dV = −

∫
V
∇ · (E × H)dV.

(28)

Substituting B = μ0(M + H) and D = ε0E into Eq. (28)
(assuming for simplicity real and frequency-independent
permittivity) yields
∫

V

[
∂

∂t

(
μ0H · ∂H

∂t
+ ε0E · ∂E

∂t

)
+ E · J + μ0H · ∂M

∂t

]
dV

=
∫

V
−∇ · (E × H)dV. (29)

The first term on the left-hand side of Eq. (29) represents
the rate of change of stored energy in the magnetic and
electric fields in the medium per unit volume per unit time.
The second term represents the classical resistive loss in
the conductive magnetic structure. The third term is the
energy absorbed by magnetization M placed in magnetic
field H per unit volume per unit time, which is of inter-
est here [65]. The left-hand side of energy conservation in
Eq. (29) is balanced by energy flowing into volume V rep-
resented on the right-hand side by the divergence of the
Poynting vector E × H.

To evaluate the spectra of the energy absorbed, com-
plex harmonic fields with a time dependence of e j ωt

are now considered and energy conservation in Eq. (29)
becomes [64]

1
2

∫
V

[ j ω(ε0E2 − μ0H 2) + E · J∗ − j ωμ0M · H∗]dV

= 1
2

∫
V
−∇ · (E × H∗)dV, (30)
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FIG. 10. Simulated total absorbed power
per unit length in the cobalt prisms.
Vertical dashed lines represent theoreti-
cal resonance frequencies calculated using
Eq. (25) for the curling mode (ωCM, for
the 50 and 100 nm prisms), and using
Eqs. (26) and (27) for resonance modes
in the center (ωplanar) and corners (ωcorner)
of the thin confined regions along the
prism edges, respectively (for prisms of
≥300 nm).

where * indicates the complex conjugate of the harmonic
field. The real part of the field products in Eq. (30) is
normally taken to evaluate the time-averaged power den-
sities. Hence, the real part of the Poynting vector on the
right-hand side of Eq. (30) gives the resistive (ohmic)
loss, while the imaginary part represents the energy stored
and absorbed by the fields and magnetization, respectively.
The time-averaged power absorbed by magnetization in
the prisms is therefore 1/2Re( j ωμ0M · H∗), and the total
power absorbed over the prism volume is given by

Pm
abs = 1

2
Re

∫
V

j ωμ0M · H∗dV.

The spectrum of the time-averaged total power absorbed
by the magnetization is determined from the FDTD-LLG
simulations by evaluating the Fourier transforms of the
transient magnetization and magnetic fields (interpolated
at the location of magnetization in the Yee cell corners of
the FDTD grid) and calculating the real part of the power
density term, as indicated above at all grid points within the
cobalt prism (see Fig. 11). The local power density is then
integrated in two dimensions (TMz mode) over the cross
section of the prisms to yield the total power absorbed per
unit length, as plotted in Fig. 10. Figure 10 clearly shows
the shift in fundamental absorption peak frequencies from
about 48 GHz for the 50 nm prism to about 42 GHz for
prism sizes of ≥300 nm, in agreement with the local mag-
netization spectra in Fig. 5. This size-dependent frequency
shift is accompanied by an increase in the absorbed power
with increasing prism dimensions up to the nonmagnetic
skin depth (∼600 nm), where attenuation of the incident
electromagnetic wave reduces further increase in power
absorption.

The local power absorption spectra for the different
prism sizes at the fundamental (peak) resonance frequen-
cies are illustrated in Fig. 11. The magnetization CM was
identified in the previous section as the main resonance
mechanism in prisms with side lengths of ≤100 nm. Over

this size range, power is absorbed in the diagonals of the
prism due to exchange where neighboring spins are mostly
offset. Furthermore, there is incomplete flux closure due to
the noncircular distribution of induced currents and fields
inside the prisms. This leads to the local surface charges
in the corner regions where power is mostly absorbed at
resonance as indicated in Fig. 11 for the 50 and 100 nm
cobalt prisms. The first three resonance eigenvalues for
the CM were theoretically determined from the unpinned
boundary solution for the circular cylinder, J ′

1(ksR) = 0,

FIG. 11. Calculated local absorbed power density within the
cobalt prisms at frequencies of the peak total power absorption
indicated in Fig. 10 (48 GHz for 50 nm, 43 GHz for 100 nm, and
42 GHz for the remaining prism cross sections). Color intensity
is in units of W/m3.
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FIG. 12. Plot of vector magnetization in the 50 nm prism from
FDTD-LLG simulations following excitation with a sinusoidal
electromagnetic wave at a frequency of 76 GHz, corresponding
to the minimum observed in the total absorption power spectrum
in Fig. 10. Plot shows magnetic configurations that minimize
both exchange and magnetostatic energy.

and are given by ksR = 1.8412, 5.3314 and 8.5363, where
R is the equivalent radius of the square prism as described
in the previous section. The corresponding theoretical res-
onance frequencies for the 50 nm cobalt prism, determined
using (25), are 48, 89, and 161 GHz respectively. These are
shown as the dashed vertical lines in Fig. 10 for the 50 nm
spectrum and demonstrate very good agreement with the
simulated absorption peak frequencies from the FDTD-
LLG simulations, particularly at the fundamental mode.
There is small discrepancy between theory and simula-
tion at the second eigenfrequency of 89 GHz, which may
be attributed to the equivalent cylinder approximation of
the prism and disregarding the azimuthal spin-wave modes
in the theory. The resonance frequencies in the 100 nm
cobalt prism, evaluated using Eq. (25), for the first three
eigenvalues are 43, 54, and 73 GHz respectively. These
theoretical frequencies are marked as vertical dashed lines
in Fig. 10, and are in excellent agreement with the simu-
lated power absorption peak frequencies (even at the fourth
eigenfrequency of 99 GHz). Close agreement between the
simulated power absorption peak frequencies and CM the-
ory in Eq. (25) confirm that the CM is the main resonance
mechanism in cobalt prisms with side lengths of ≤100 nm
excited by a z-polarized electromagnetic plane wave.

The total power absorption spectrum for the 50 nm
prism in Fig. 10 indicates a minimum at 76 GHz. Inspec-
tion of the harmonic response at this frequency using
a sinusoidal electromagnetic wave excitation (using the
same field amplitude as the Gaussian pulse) reveals a
number of magnetic configurations that minimize the total
magnetic energy. Figure 12 is a vector plot of some of
the magnetic configurations during sinusoidal excitation,
including the leaf and curling magnetization configurations
that attempt to minimize both exchange and magnetostatic
energies, and hence, explain the minimum in the power
absorption spectrum for the 50 nm prism in Fig. 10.

The local power absorbed in prisms larger than 100 nm
is confined to thin regions around the circumference due to

skin effects, as observed in Fig. 11. Over this size range,
the power absorption is minimum in the center and cor-
ner regions of the prism, where magnetization is aligned
in the saturated direction along the prism axis. Ferromag-
netic resonance is excited in these thin stripe regions by the
induced axial current and corresponding circumferential
fields. In the center of the thin edge regions, the reso-
nance mechanism is mainly uniform precession, as indi-
cated in Sec. IV A with resonance frequency ωplanar given
by Eq. (26) for a thin film and is equal to 42 GHz for
cobalt. This fundamental frequency is shown in Fig. 10
(dashed vertical line) and is in excellent agreement with
the simulated absorption peak frequencies for prism sizes
of ≥300 nm. The minor power absorption peak at 48 GHz
in the 300 nm prism spectrum in Fig. 10 is due to the
corner resonance mode, with frequency ωcorner predicted
accurately using Eq. (27) (shown as a vertical dashed line).
The extent of the thin edge regions increases with increas-
ing prism size, leading to the increase of the integrated
power absorbed at 42 GHz in Fig. 10. The size of the cor-
ner regions remains relatively unchanged with increasing
prism size. Hence, the corner-mode minor absorption peak
at 48 GHz becomes negligibly small and no longer visible,
in comparison to the increasing edge contribution in the
spectra of prism sizes of >300 nm, as indicated in Fig. 10.

The extent of the confined edge regions observed in
Fig. 11 at resonance can be estimated from the spatial pro-
file of local power absorption spectra for prism sizes of
≥300 nm. Figure 13 plots these spatial profiles through the
center of the cobalt prisms and illustrates the decrease of
power absorption towards the center of the prisms. It can
be observed in Fig. 13 that power absorption increases with
increasing prism size up to the nonmagnetic skin depth.
This is due to the increase in current-induced circumferen-
tial magnetic field with increasing prism size. Conversely,
the power absorption decreases for prisms larger than the
nonmagnetic skin depth due to attenuation of the incident
electromagnetic fields. The power absorption profiles in
Fig. 13 are not exponential, with an approximate linear
decrease near the prism surfaces, followed by higher order
and sharper decreases than that of the exponential function
towards the center of the prisms. However, for consis-
tency with the definition of the nonmagnetic skin depth,
the magnetic skin depths at which the absorption profiles
in Fig. 13 reduce to e–1 of their maximum values at the
prism boundary are extracted. The estimated magnetic skin
depth is around 50 nm for cobalt prisms at the ferromag-
netic resonance frequency of the edge mode (∼42 GHz).
This indicates that the magnetic response of the mag-
netic structure is confined to a thin region determined
by the magnetic skin depth at resonance. Knowledge of
the skin depth range provides valuable guidance for the
design and engineering of lightweight and compact struc-
tures and practicable devices operating at ferromagnetic
resonance.
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FIG. 13. Simulated local power absorption profiles within
cobalt prisms at a fundamental (planar) resonance frequency of
42 GHz. Magnetic skin depth is estimated at e–1 reduction in the
absorbed power from its peak value and found to be about 50 nm
for prism sizes of >100 nm.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Transient electromagnetic-micromagnetic simulations
are carried out to study the wide-band electromagnetic
wave interaction with infinitely long and conductive cobalt
nanoprisms, with square cross sections and side lengths
of 50–1000 nm. The focus is on studying the resonance
mechanism in the cobalt prisms and their size dependence
using the local transient distribution of magnetization
and their power absorption spectra. The coupled system
of Maxwell’s equations and the micromagnetic Landau-
Lifshitz-Gilbert equation is solved numerically using a
stable algorithm based on the FDTD method. The cobalt
prisms are excited with a 70 GHz plane wave at nor-
mal incidence and polarization along the prism long axis.
The simulations confirm that the dynamic magnetization
and resonances are mainly excited by current-induced
magnetic fields within the prisms. The magnetization curl-
ing mode is identified as the main resonance mechanism
in prism sizes of ≤100 nm. The size-dependent reso-
nance frequencies and spin-wave modes over this size
range are theoretically modeled using an equivalent long
circular cylinder with radial demagnetization. For prism
sizes beyond 100 nm (but less than the nonmagnetic skin
depth), the simulations indicate confinement of the mag-
netic response to the prism edges due to the magnetic
skin effect. This is confirmed by calculations of the local
power absorption spectra from the FDTD-LLG simula-
tions, which indicate a magnetic skin depth of approxi-
mately 50 nm at the ferromagnetic resonance frequencies
of the prisms. The dominant resonance mechanism in the
center of the confined edge regions of the cobalt prism
is found to be uniform precession with a frequency of

42 GHz, which corresponds to Kittel’s ferromagnetic reso-
nance frequency for thin planar structures. The simulations
also indicate increased pinning in the corner regions of the
prism due to the alignment of magnetization parallel to the
prism long axis to reduce the demagnetizing fields. This
generates a uniform corner mode with a size-independent
resonance frequency of 48 GHz, as indicated by the sim-
ulations. This study provides a deeper understanding of
the resonance mechanisms in long cobalt nanoprisms and
their size dependence. The outcomes of this work pro-
vide a valuable insight into the design and engineering
of lightweight, compact, and practicable metallic mag-
netic structures and devices operating at resonance. More-
over, the developed simulation approach (FDTD-LLG)
and understanding gained here provides a firm founda-
tion for further studies of electromagnetic wave interac-
tion with three-dimensional and more complex confined
metallic magnetic nanostructures, including nonsaturated
ground states; different incident wave polarizations, ampli-
tudes, and angles; and arrays and mixtures of dielectric and
ferromagnetic constituents.
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